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CLARA JOURDAN, When the Law Becomes a Symbolic Barrier (Cuando el
derecho se convierte en una barrera simbólica, p.19). The author explores
how the insistence on extending rights towards the women and men
immigrants who arrive in our European countries in search of a better life,
can in reality become a symbolic barrier that does not allow us to see or
touch the real problem we are dealing with: our relationship with those men
and women. A reflection on the law that the author makes parallel to the one
she experienced in feminism, and particularly from the feminism of differen-
ce, when the focus of the conquest of rights was displaced towards living out
feminine freedom; when in the place of rights, we spoke above all of
mediations. When in Italy there is an attitude of discomfort being spread
towards the Islamic difference, of antipathy in the face of this presence that is
more and more numerous and evident, she thinks it is necessary to find
gestures that go beyond extending some rights (of some, of all).
Paths that the author has found in and recovered from women’s politics:
those that lead us to find concrete mediations, be it in words, acts or
gestures. In the place of the law, mediations. And, as it was in feminism to
recognise the debt with the mother for what she has given us, knowing that
I owe gratitude to those who work for me is an important step that dissolves
the barrier.
MARÍA-MILAGROS RIVERA GARRETAS, The History that Rescues and
Redeems the Present (La historia que rescata y redime el presente, p. 27).
I ask myself in this text whether the figure of the setting out from the self –or,
rather, the thought of experience- can untie the knot that is oppressing and
obscuring present day scientific historiography, including the feminist histo-
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riography whose horizon of meaning is the principle of the equality of the
sexes, that is, the history of gender. The knot of the light to which I refer
consists of the fact that the feminist historiography of equality or of gender
has not found, in order to express itself with originality, a new beginning, a
beginning that might be its source of meaning, but that rather it has taken on
as its own the beginning that belongs to western male historiography, a
beginning that is of paternal genealogy, a genealogy that, since the erudite
movement of the seventeenth century, has objectivity as its cornerstone.
Not having found a new beginning has made the feminist historiography of
equality or gender limit itself to repeating the already existing interpretations
of the past, dialectically opposing to it human feminine experience, without
opening up contradictions that might enrich and tune the vocabulary of the
political; that is, without contributing to putting into words the conflicts
between the sexes that can be documented in the present. Because of this,
it has happened that the cry of pain, of protest and indignation given by the
political movement of women in the nineteen sixties in the face of the
absence of women in History, continues, thirty years later, in that historiogra-
phy, with no more response than the corroboration of absence, which is the
absence from the metanarratives and memory, not from documentation or
from history. How to find a new beginning to the history that is written today?
How to find in history a beginning that rescues and redeems me from
traumas of the past such as the Spanish Civil War, the Holocaust, the
disappeareances of women and men in dictatorships, the systematic rapes
of women in many present day wars, including the rapes carried out by
soldiers of the UN, of which my country is part? How to avoid revenge or
political paralysis, keeping historical memory alive?
LUISA MURARO, The Thought of Experience (El pensamiento de la
experiencia, p. 41). I do not intend to separate myself from that way of
thinking whereby things happen, women evidently exist and I am one of
them”. This is a political position, not a philosophical one. There are historical
contingencies in which the making of politics precedes: confirm it and accept
it, I consider that good philosophy. There is a battle pending in defence of the
language of a realist kind against the sense of unreality that threatens our
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experience. The symbolic cancellation of women also shows itself in day-to-
day language. The phenomenon is not of little importance, because what is
thought and language form a circle with the real, since they are its interpreta-
tion.
The problem is, then, that of finding the stopping point that prevents the
criticism from being a futile thought and the field from being wholly occupied
by the real destruction. I will sustain now that this stopping point has been
found by women’s political practice of recounting their experience, and is to
be found in referring oneself to the experience and the confidence of being
able to be able to interpret it oneself, making of it thus the common world of
a personal experience.
The question is asked of texts by W. R. Bion and Joan W. Scout whether to
reclaim an impregnable knowledge in the name of experience is a vain
pretension or founded and valid. It is a valid pretension, and the argument is
philosophical, scientific and political at the same time. In the light of the
notion of experience of Joan W. Scott, the thought of experience is the
thought that connects what is already interpreted and what is still to be
interpreted, in an interval that is inexhaustible.
ELENA DEL RIVERO, Because a Tear is an Intellectual Matter (Porque una
lágrima es un asunto intelectual, p. 47). Crying before a work of art can be an
aesthetic act: one cries not sentimentally but in order to enter into relations-
hip with something that is beyond what we are capable of, of learning the
unknown, I believe. The relationships that I establish with my surroundings
inform my work and I learn from them.
Work leads me to use everything at my reach. What I hear, read and see
influences me. Dreams and dreaming when awake. What I learn, which I
transform into something else and without knowing how, at times, I continue
making, thinking, and, at times, fabricating objects.
I use everything that is around me in a symbolic way. I am interested in
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discovering the everyday, and housework can be extrapolated to almost all
the life patterns from a psychological, physical and physiological point of
view. The home as a mirror of our existence, the home as a place of
resistance. I transform what I see around me into something visual.
Work and the daily routine are interlaced into a work that becomes one; if
work is the daily routine or the daily routine work, I do not know. But what I
can say is that it is the tense chord where my life takes place.
Mª ELISA VARELA RODRÍGUEZ, The Experience and the Time of Crea-
tion Being Faithful to the Origin (La experiencia y el tiempo de la creación
siendo fiel al origen, p. 61). I bring together the ways of naming time and the
most common forms of understanding it in western culture and, also, some
elements of the perception of temporality belonging to eastern cultures that
are closer to the way in which some of us women experience the time of
creation of life and the time of other feminine creations. I analyse time and
temporality as an experience in relationship, a personal experience and
many times paradoxical. Each human creature has their multiple times, and
there are frequently discords and conflicts between some times and others.
Time is one of the most normal experiences of human beings, because it is
the foundation of our experiences and what makes them possible.
I reflect upon my practices in order to modify my relationship with the time of
the patriarchy –the time of stopwatches- that generates conflicts for my
being as woman, and how these changes mean modifying myself, my way
of doing and of relating. To manage to change my relationship with the
stopwatch time I have to free myself of any anchoring and know how to
make peace with reality, with the university, with Duoda, with myself.
My life as a university lecturer and researcher marks the active subjection of
time. But, I know that I should substitute the subordination to the imperatives
of our time for a full awareness of time, of each time, of the present time, and
invent practices of liberation and find mediations that allow me to get out of
the imperatives of the dominant order, which are very far from those of the
mother, and her symbolic order.
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DANIELA RIBOLI, The Creativity of Relationship (La creatividad de la
relación, p. 85). My idea is to look at the theme Time of Maternity/Time
of creation by connecting my experience as a nurse to adults with
psychic illnesses with my sister’s recent experience of maternity. The
intuition of making this connection will have to be verified be setting out
from stating how I have been affected by some relational events that I
was present at and that, afterwards, have continued to work in me in
various ways. For example, my observation – I, who am not a mother—
of the amorous interaction between my sister and her baby (and the
other way round), has ended up by illuminating a different way in my
professional way of doing, a way that I know was already committed and
passionate.
I believe I have perceived an original point of correlation in the “position of the
aunt”, a new point of view for me, from which to observe the exchanges of
women in that reconfiguration of relationships that takes place when a
woman becomes a mother. The aunt as the precious ally of the mother,
capable of relaunching the fundamental work of the mother. What is more, I
notice in me a substantial continuity between my personal experience and
my work experience: areas of life that, for some years now, have been
mutually illuminated and transformed, giving me considerable personal
benefits. They do so since I have met with feminism and, particularly, with
the practices of political thought of difference: my way of being and of
thinking is one, continuously fed and modified by the diverse experiences
that I live through in the different contexts that I inhabit. For me, relationship
is the privileged place of creativity, of experience, of the modification of the
self, of life, the word, thought... Setting out from the recovery of knowledge of
the originary relationship with the woman who brought me into the world,
giving me, with life, the word.
Retaking in my adult life the symbolic reach of that founding experience that,
at this moment, I can observe unfolding concretely between my sister and
her baby, is the gamble I am taking. And I ask myself how it would be
possible to reactivate the potency of that originary relational experience in
my personal life and in that of the women and men patients that I attend to,
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women and men who, in diverse ways, suffer in their capacity to be in
relationship, and to be so creatively.
From this point of view, my work as a nurse is interesting because of the
opportunity that it offers to be in relationship: there I put into play –I believe
efficiently- my capacity to make a bond, to see the other, to name the facts in
a new way, understanding this possibility as a therapeutic as well as a
political one. As well, it is precisely on the relational level where I consider a
great part of my creativity to be in play, given that, for me, the idea of
maternity is not linked so much with procreation as much as the continuous
creation of possibilities of life and civilisation. Consciously, I root this precio-
us capacity in the knowledge that it is a privilege to have been born the same
sex as my mother.
The possibility –in which I believe- of being able to reactivate in adult age the
potency of the originary creating pair mother-baby, is thinkable by placing
oneself in the point of view of the symbolic order of and taking into account
that:
· Every adult has participated in an originary creative relationship and carries
its indelible trace.
· There is in the mother a symbolic predisposition to allow herself be
substituted (partially).
· The baby has the capacity to accept substitutions of the mother (without
necessarily losing recognition of/towards her).
I will try to show how this reactivation can occur and act in me, and, through
the relationship that joins us, can occur and act in the patients that I care for.
All this not against the work of the mother but rather in her love, acting as
witness to and recreating her greatness and primary nature. To achieve this,
it is necessary to have re-learned to “know how to love the mother”, to
recognise and respect her authority, exchanging potency with gratitude.
That this is possible in our time, especially for a woman, the political thought
of sexual difference has shown me, a thought linked to practice, that sets out
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from her and that, in the relationship of word, reads and gives meaning to the
real according to new interpretative keys that have their fulcrum or point of
support in feminine freedom.
ANA MAÑERU MÉNDEZ, Perfect Creations (Creaciones perfectas, p.101),
Women, when we are in the world choosing to be women, don’t suspend the
time of life in order to create, neither do we attempt that everything should
stop and give itself over to our service, because we know that the true
creation is life that gives birth each time and that is to be found within the
same flow of what we are being. That is why we do not make creations
separate from life, since what separates itself from it turns into destruction
and death. The body and the word, especially poetry, are live feminine
creations par excellence and they are perfect creations. They are born of
and nourished by love; they have a life of their own in relationship and they
are a mystery. I have chosen poems by writers that come close to these
perfect creations of women, sharing and enjoying thus that which trans-
cends us. My criteria for the choice has been love, for the poets and for their
words.
M. LLUÏSA CUNILLERA I MATEOS, Shakespeare’s Sisters: Literature
Made From Freedom (Germanes de Shakespeare: la literatura des de la
llibertat, p.147). The desire to find a space from where to develop my
educational work with freedom has led me, on the one hand, to seek out a
genealogy of women writers, making their work visible and, on the other, on
putting myself into play by making available spaces of meaning to share
them with my girl and boy pupils.
The texts of the writers have allowed me to make visible a feminine freedom
that has always existed. Reading them has allowed us to dialogue with
them, bringing our life experience to the classroom as well. This has made
my relationship with the students easier; it has become the centre of my
educational practice. It has been an experience of transforming myself,
showing my opening to the other and making myself available. The recovery
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of my primary relationship with my mother and of the language that she
teaches me has been the key to a process that started out from the love of
literature and the relationship with the students, and that has grown over
time in relationships of authority with other women, that have led the way to
making the cut of sexual difference, a way of making the feminine perspec-
tive present in the world and, therefore, in the classroom.
ARÁNZAZU HERNÁNDEZ PIÑERO, The University, Day to Day. On the
Re-creation of knowledge and the Practice of Feminine Authotity (La univer-
sidad de todos los días. Sobre la recreación de saberes y la práctica de la
autoridad femenina,  p.155). The invitation to participate in the “IV School of
what is happening”, run by Milagros Montoya and Nieves Blanco, offered
me a marvellous chance to think about my educational practice. Receiving
their proposal, “Practices of feminine authority that make culture in educa-
tion”, I have reflected, out of my experience, upon the possibilities and the
difficulties of the re-creation of knowledge and the practice of relationship
that generates it. This text is the fruit of that reflection. In it, the relationships
between generations of women and the legacy of feminism constitutes one
of the fundamental points.
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